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Introduction 
The Methsof Electronic Drug Register “DD-Book” is a software program that provides an electronic 

version of the traditional pharmacy controlled drug register - refer to Appendix A  for an example of 

such a paper-based register. 

DD-Book is designed to help with compliance by providing a controlled approach to the recording of 

controlled drug transactions (such as S8) consistent with the requirements of the relevant 

authorities (e.g. Health Departments) in Australia. 

A key principal adopted by DD-Book is that modification of register data is not permitted. Once a 

registry entry has been entered it cannot be modified. If a mistake has been made then a “reversing” 

entry can be created to balance out the changes of the original entry that was made in error. 
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Getting Started 
If you are new to DD-Book, here is some information to help you get started. 

 Set up the Manager - Please refer to the section titled The Manager for information about 

how to set up the Manager’s Password. 

 Enter the Pharmacy details – Please refer to the section titled Pharmacy Details for 

information about how to enter the Pharmacy details. 

 Add Users who will be entering data into DD-Book – refer to the section titled Users for 

more information about how to add Users 

 Use the Stock Adjustment function to transfer the balances of each medication from your 

paper register – refer to the section titled Stock Adjustments for more information 

 Set up your list of Suppliers – refer to the section titled Suppliers for information about how 

to add Suppliers 

 Set up your data backup processes – refer to the section titled Database Backup for more 

information about how to configure the backup 

 You may choose to pre-enter the details of some of your most common prescribers - 

although this can be done as you are entering in register entries, if you take a few moments 

to do this now you will help streamline the initial implementation. Refer to the section titled 

Prescribers for more information about how to add prescribers. You can also import a list of 

prescribers from a text file – refer to the section Prescriber Import for more information. 

 

Tasmanian Users 
If you a Tasmanian based pharmacy, you are required to enable the Balance Declaration feature. 

Please refer to the section titled Balance Declaration for information about how to enable this 

feature. 

Western Australian Users 
WA users should be aware of certain features as required by their Health Department. In particular 

please refer to Appendix B. 

Support 
Customers can access an online support portal at http://support.methsof.com.au/ 

The support portal provides customers with online Forums with a number of articles to help 

customers with answers to common questions. 

Customers can submit support requests via the online portal, or alternatively, customers can send 

support queries via email to: support@methsof.com.au 
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Supplying Medication to a Patient 
This function allows you to add a register entry to record the supply of medication to a patient. 

To record a supply to a patient, you can press the F4 short-cut key, or click on the Supply to Patient 

toolbar button on the General tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This will display the Supply To Patient dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Patient Select the patient name from the list or simply enter a couple of letters of the 
Patient’s surname. 
 
If the patient is not in the list then you can add a new patient by pressing the 
Add New Patient button on this screen (or you can use the keyboard short-cut 
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by pressing the Alt and P keys at the same time) – refer to the section titled 
Patients for more information. 
 
If the patient is in the list but their details are out-of-date (e.g. the patient has 
changed their address), then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
update the existing patient details - refer to the section Patients for details 
about editing an existing patient’s details. 

Prescriber Select the prescriber from the list or enter a couple of letters of the 
Prescriber’s surname. 
 
If the prescriber is not in the list then you can add a new prescriber by pressing 
the Add New Prescriber button on this screen (or you can use the keyboard 
short-cut by pressing the Alt and N keys at the same time). Refer to the section 
titled Prescribers for more information. 
 
If the prescriber is in the list, but the details have changed, then you will need 
to Cancel out of this screen and update the prescriber’s details – refer to the 
section titled Prescribers for details on how to do this. 

Drug Select the prescribed medication from the list 

Quantity Prescribed Enter the amount (quantity) prescribed 
 
For example, this might be the number of tablets prescribed. 

Quantity Supplied Enter the amount (quantity) supplied to the patient.  
By default the system will populate this with the value you enter in Quantity 
Prescribed (except for users in WA due to Health Department requirements).  
However, on occasion, you may need to supply less than the Quantity 
Prescribed and so you will need to alter the amount accordingly. A “partial 
supply” will automatically be created if you enter an amount less than 
Quantity Prescribed. 

Quantity Remaining This is the quantity remaining to supply to the Patient. 
This value is automatically calculated as: 
Quantity Remaining  = Quantity Prescribed - Quantity Supplied 

Reference Typically this would be a script number or other value that helps you to 
uniquely identify the original script (e.g. this could be the script number from 
your dispensing system). 

Note (optional) Enter any relevant information as required. 

Script Owing You can select this checkbox to indicate if a script is owing for this supply, 
known as an “owing script”.  
Refer to the section titled Owing Scripts for information relating to this option. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes and close the window 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

OK + More Press the OK + More button to save the changes and then add another 
medication for the same Patient. 
Note that you can also press the Alt+M short-cut key. 
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Receive Stock from Supplier 
This function allows you to record the details of stock received from a supplier (wholesaler). It is 

important to enter stock received from a supplier to ensure the register balances can be calculated 

correctly. 

You can record the details of stock received from a supplier by pressing F5 short-cut key, or click on 

the Receive from Supplier toolbar button on the General tab as circled in red in the following 

diagram: 

 

This will display the Receive Stock from Supplier dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Supplier Select the supplier from the list 
 
If the supplier is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen 
and enter the supplier’s details into the system – refer to the section titled 
Suppliers for details on how to do this. 

Medication Select the medication from the list 

Quantity Enter the amount (quantity) received 
 
For example, this could be the number of tablets received. 

Reference Typically this would be an invoice/order number or other value that helps you 
to uniquely identify the supply. 

Note (optional) Enter any relevant information as required. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

Note: You can enter multiple medications received on the same invoice. 
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Stock Adjustments 
This function allows you to record a stock adjustment. A stock adjustment can be for amounts in or 

out depending on the scenario. A good use for this function is when transferring your initial balances 

from your paper based register. 

Do not use this function to record stock that you destroy – please use the Destroy Stock function for 

this. 

You can record a stock adjustment by pressing the Stock Adjustment toolbar button on the General 

tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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This will display the Stock Adjustment dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

 

Item Description 

Drug Select the medication from the list 

Quantity Enter the amount (quantity). 
Enter a positive number if stock came in (e.g. received). 
Enter a negative number if stock went out. 

Note Enter any relevant information as required. Typically this would explain the 
reason for the stock adjustment. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Destroy Stock 
This function allows you to record stock that you destroy, for example, stock that has passed its use-

by date.  

Note: Jurisdictions that require the use of a Destruction Register (e.g. QLD) should refer to the 

Destruction Register function. 

You can record the details of destroyed stock by pressing the Returns and Destruction toolbar 

button on the General tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This will display the Destruction Register page. You then press the Actions button and then select 

the Destroy Stock menu item as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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This will display the Destroy Stock dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

 

Item Description 

Drug Select the medication from the list 

Quantity Enter the amount (quantity) that is to be destroyed. 

Note Enter the details describing the reason for destroying the stock, e.g. the stock 
expired past its use-by-date. 

Entered By 
Verified By 

Select the user name from the list 
Note that as required by health departments, 2 different users are required to 
approve this entry. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 
 
Note: Only a user of type “Pharmacist” can be entered here. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Destruction Register 
In some jurisdictions (e.g. QLD), stock is not destroyed on site, or stock cannot be destroyed until 

appropriate authorised persons are on site (e.g. NSW). 

In these scenarios, the “Destruction Register” function may be utilised.  

The Destruction Register maintains a list of items to be destroyed (or dispatched) at a later time. 

Items are moved from the main register (stock on hand) to the destruction register. From there, the 

items can be destroyed or sent to be destroyed. 

Note: Not all jurisdictions would be required to use this function and may prefer to use the Destroy 

Stock function. 

 

Adding Items to the Destruction Register 
Items can be added to the Destruction Register by pressing the Returns and Destruction toolbar 

button on the General tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This will display the Destruction Register page. You then press the Actions button and then select 

the Add Item To Destruction Register menu item as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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This will display the Add Item to Destruction Register dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Drug Select the medication from the list 

Quantity Enter the amount (quantity) that is to be moved to the Destruction Register. 

Note Enter the details describing the reason for destroying the stock, e.g. the stock 
expired past its use-by-date. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

Items added to the Destruction Register are displayed on the Destruction Register page – in the 

following example, 4 Anamorph 30mg Tablets have been moved to the Destruction Register: 
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The corresponding entry to show the 4 Anamorph 30mg Tablets were moved from the main register 

stock on hand to the destruction register is shown in the Daily Entries screen with an Entry Type of 

“To Destruction Register” and Out quantity of 4 as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

Removing Items from the Destruction Register 
Items are usually removed from the Destruction register when they are to be sent for destruction or 

actually destroyed. 

Items can be removed from the Destruction Register by pressing the Returns and Destruction 

toolbar button on the General tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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This will display the Destruction Register page.  

To remove an item: 

 Select the item in the Destruction Register list 

 Press the Actions button 

 Select the Dispatch or Destroy Selected Item menu item as circled in red in the following 

diagram: 

 

Alternatively, you can just “point and double-click” on the item in the Destruction Register list. 

This will display the Send or Destroy Item dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Drug Select the medication from the list 

Quantity Available This is the current balance in the Destruction Register for the selected item. 

Quantity 
Sent/Destroyed 

Enter the amount (quantity) that is to be sent for destruction or destroyed on 
site. 

Note Enter appropriate details. 

Entered By 
Verified By 

Select the user name from the list 
Note that as required by health departments, 2 different users are required to 
approve this entry. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 
 
Note: Only a user of type “Pharmacist” can be entered here. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Partial Supplies 
This function allows you to record the supply the remainder of any partial supplies. A partial supply 

is created when you supply a quantity of medication that is less than the amount prescribed by the 

doctor. This might be done for a number of reasons, for example, on request of the doctor or 

because you did not have enough medication in stock at the time the original entry was made. Later 

on when the patient returns, you can supply the remainder of the medication owing to them (or part 

there-of). 

You can view a list of outstanding partial supplies by pressing the Partial Supplies toolbar button on 

the General tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of outstanding partial supplies as 

follows: 

Item Description 

Who The name of the patient 

Drug The name of the medication. 

Balance The quantity outstanding. 

Date The date of the last supply for the script. 

 

If you want to record the supply of some (or all) of the balance remaining for a partial supply, simply 

double-click on the row that you are interested in. This will display the Partial Supply dialog box for 

the selected item. 
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Item Description 

Patient The patient name is displayed 

Doctor The doctors name is displayed 

Drug The name of the medication is displayed 

Quantity Prescribed The amount (quantity) prescribed is displayed 

Quantity Already 
Supplied 

The quantity already supplied to the patient is displayed 

Quantity Supplied Enter the quantity to be supplied. 
Note that the sum of Quantity Already Supplied + Quantity Supplied cannot 
be greater than Quantity Prescribed 

Quantity Remaining This value is automatically calculated as: 
Quantity Remaining  = Quantity Prescribed - Quantity Already Supplied  -
Quantity Supplied 

Reference The original reference is displayed 

Note (optional) Enter any relevant information as required. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Delete a Partial Supply 
Normally you would expect to supply a Partial Supply in full to the Patient. However, there may be 

circumstances where you can’t supply the remainder to the Patient and so you need to delete the 

Partial Supply.  

To delete a Partial Supply, you first select the Partial Supply from the list, then press the Actions 

button and then select the Delete Selected Item menu item as shown circled in red in the following 

diagram:

 

This will display the Delete Partial Supply dialog for the selected entry as shown in the following 

diagram: 
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Item Description 

Patient The patient name is displayed 

Doctor The doctors name is displayed 

Drug The name of the medication is displayed 

Quantity Prescribed The amount (quantity) prescribed is displayed 

Quantity Already 
Supplied 

The quantity already supplied to the patient is displayed 

Quantity Remaining This is the amount of the Partial Supply remaining. 
This value is calculated as: 
Quantity Remaining  = Quantity Prescribed - Quantity Already Supplied 

Reference The original reference is displayed 

Reason for Deletion Enter the reason for deleting the Partial Supply 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Stock Transfer 
The Stock Transfer function allows you to record the supply or receipt of stock between your 

pharmacy and other locations – a common example is the transfer of stock between two 

pharmacies.  

Do NOT use the Stock Transfer function to record stock received from a wholesaler – instead use the 

Receive Stock from Supplier function. 

You can record a stock adjustment by pressing the Stock Transfer toolbar button on the General tab 

as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This will display the Stock Transfer dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Transfer Type Select the type of transfer: 

 Send to Location – select this option when you are sending stock to 
the selected location – this will reduce your balance 

 Receive from Location – select this option when you are receiving 
stock from the selected location – this will increase your balance 

Location Select the Location from the list. 
 
If the Location is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen 
and add the Location – refer to the Locations section for more information. 

Drug Select the medication from the list 

Quantity Enter the amount to be transferred. 

Note (optional) Enter any relevant information as required. Typically this would 
explain the reason for the stock transfer. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

  

In some jurisdictions, you are required to contact your Health Department PRIOR to 

any Stock Transfer. 
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Notes 
Most functions in DD-Book allow you to enter a note. 

However, there may be times when you want to add a “stand alone” note that is not specifically 

associated with a register entry such as “Supply to Patient” or “Stock Adjustment”. 

You can use the Note function to add a “stand alone” note to the register, and like all register 

entries, the note will have its own Entry ID. 

You can optionally “tag” a note to be associated with a Patient, Prescriber or Drug. 

You can add a note by pressing the Note toolbar button on the General tab as circled in red in the 

following diagram: 

 

This will display the Add Note dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Patient (optional) Selecting this item allows you to “tag” the note to be associated 
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with the selected Patient. 
You must select a Patient from the list. 

Prescriber (optional) Selecting this item allows you to “tag” the note to be associated 
with the selected Prescriber. 
You must select a Prescriber from the list. 

Drug (optional) Selecting this item allows you to “tag” the note to be associated 
with the selected Drug. 
You must select a Drug from the list. 

Note You must enter a note. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Owing Scripts 
DD-Book makes it easy to manage “owing scripts”. In some circumstances you may enter a “Supply 

to Patient” for a script that you have not physically received – known as an “owing script”. Sometime 

later you receive the actual script. Often the script that was entered into the dispensing system 

originally is deleted and a new script is entered into the dispensing system, and this may happen 

even though you are not supplying any additional medication. You can use the DD-Book “Owing 

Script” function to help provide linkage from the original “Supply to Patient” entry, and the newly 

entered script in the dispensing system. 

 

Entering an Owing Script 
A script is marked as “owing” when entering a supply with the “Supply to Patient” function as shown 

circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

An entry marked this way is referred to as the “owing entry”. 

A Supply to Patient entry that is marked as “Script Owing” is shown in the Daily Entries screen with 

a Reference that ends with “/?” to indicate the “received script” is still outstanding as shown circled 

in red in the following diagram: 
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Owing Scripts List 
You can view a list of outstanding owing scripts by pressing the Owing Scripts toolbar button on the 

General tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

A list of all outstanding “owing scripts” is displayed with the following information: 

Item Description 

ID The ID of the “owing entry” 

Patient Details The Patient Details such as name and address. 

Medication The Medication details. 

Quantity The Prescribed Quantity 

Prescriber The Prescriber details 

Date The date of the “owing entry” 
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Receive Owing Script 
When you receive the actual script (referred to as the “received script”), you can use the “Receive 

Owed Script” function to record the receipt of the “received script” against the “owing entry”. 

To display the Receive Owed Script dialog box, either: 

(a)  “point and double click” on the “owing entry” in the “Owing Scripts” list, or; 

(b)  Select the “owing entry” in the “Owing Scripts” list, click on the Actions button and then 

select the “Receive Owed Script” menu item as shown circled in red in the following 

diagram: 
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The Receive Owed Script dialog box is displayed: 

 

Item Description 

Date The date of the “owing entry” 

Patient The patient name is displayed 

Prescriber The doctors name is displayed 

Drug The name of the medication is displayed 

Prescribed Quantity The amount (quantity) prescribed is displayed 

Reference The original reference is displayed 

Note The note (if entered). 

The Received Script 
Prescribed Quantity 
is the SAME as the 
Owed Script 

Select this option if the Prescribed Quantity of the “owing entry” is the SAME 
as the Prescribed Quantity of the “received script” 

The Received Script 
Prescribed Quantity 
is the GREATER than 
the Owed Script 

Select this option if the Prescribed Quantity of the “owing entry” is the 
GREATER than the Prescribed Quantity of the “received script” 

Additional 
Prescribed Quantity 

Enter the additional prescribed quantity of the “received script”.  For example, 
if the prescribed quantity of the “owing entry” was 20, and the prescribed 
quantity of the “received script” was 48, then you would specify 28 being 48-
20. 
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Additional Quantity 
Supplied 

Enter the additional quantity supplied to the Patient.  
This cannot be greater than the “Additional Prescribed Quantity” 

Additional Quantity 
Remaining 

This value is automatically calculated and is the balance of the additional 
quantity to be supplied, e.g. 
Additional Quantity Remaining = Additional Prescribed Quantity – Additional 
Quantity Supplied 

Received Script 
Reference 

Enter the reference of the “received script” – this is typically the script number 
of the newly entered script in the dispensing system. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

Once the “received script” details have been entered, the “owing entry” Reference contains both 

the original Reference and the “received script” Reference – an example is shown circled in red in 

the following diagram: 
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Delete Owing Script 
If you need to delete an “owing entry” in the “Owing Scripts” list, then select the “owing entry” in 

the “Owing Scripts” list, click on the Actions button and then select the “Delete Selected Item” 

menu item as shown circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

  

Deleting an “owing entry” in the “Owing Scripts” list does NOT change the Register 

data in any way – it simply removes the item from the “Owing Scripts” list and the 

original “owing entry” remains unaltered. 
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The Delete Owed Script dialog box is displayed: 

 

Item Description 

Date The date of the “owing entry” 

Patient The patient name is displayed 

Prescriber The doctors name is displayed 

Drug The name of the medication is displayed 

Prescribed Quantity The amount (quantity) prescribed is displayed 

Supplied Quantity The quantity already supplied to the patient is displayed 

Reference The original reference is displayed 

Note The note (if entered). 

Reason for Deletion Enter the reason for deleting the “owing entry” 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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Daily Entries 
This function provides the list of all register entries recorded for the selected day. 

You can view daily entries by pressing the Daily Entries toolbar button on the General tab as circled 

in red in the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of daily entries as follows: 

Item Description 

ID The unique register id for the entry 

Entry Date The date and time the entry was recorded. 

Drug The name of the medication received/supplied. 

Entry Type The type of entry – values include: 

Entry Type Description 

Supply to Patient Medication supplied to a patient (customer) 
Receive from Supplier Medication received from a supplier 
Stock  Adjustment Adjustment made with the Stock Adjustment 

function 
Stock Check An entry made with the Stock Check function 
Destroy Stock An entry made with the Destroy Stock function 
Reverse Entry An entry made with the Reverse Entry function 
Stock Transfer An entry made with the Stock Transfer function 

 

Who This value depends on the Entry Type as follows: 

Entry Type Who 

Supply to Patient Patient Name 
Receive from Supplier Supplier Name 
Stock  Adjustment n/a 
Stock Check n/a 
Destroy Stock n/a 
Reverse Entry Depends on original entry 
Stock Transfer The Location details 

 

In The quantity received in 

Out The quantity supplied out 

Balance The balance of the medication after the transaction completed 

Entered By The name of the user who recorded the entry 

Prescriber The name of the prescriber whom prescribed the medication 

Reference The reference for the entry 
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Note The note for the entry 

Counter Signed By The name of the user who counter-signed the entry 

 

By default, the current day is shown. To change the date, select the Date and press the Refresh 

button as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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Reverse an Entry 
This function allows you to reverse a previous register entry. You may need to reverse an entry for a 

number of reasons, for example, because you made a mistake entering the information in the 

original entry. In this case you would reverse the original entry and then create a new entry with the 

correct details. 

You can reverse an entry by selecting the entry you want to reverse from the list of entries on the 

Daily Entries screen, and then selecting the Reverse Entry menu item under the Actions button as 

circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This will display the Reverse Entry dialog for the selected entry as shown in the following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Entry ID The unique register id of the entry to be reversed 

Date The date of the original entry 

Drug The medication of the original entry 

Entry Type The type of the original entry 

Who The person/supplier name depending on the type of entry 

In Qty The quantity received 

Out Qty The quantity supplied 

Reference The reference for the entry 

Note (optional) Enter a note to explain why the entry is being reversed 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 
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Counter-Sign Entry 
DD-Book supports the concept of “counter-signing” an entry. This allows you to enforce a 2nd user to 

review and approve an entry made by certain users. A typical scenario where this is may be required 

is when a technician in a pharmacy creates a register entry that must then be counter-signed 

(approved) by a pharmacist. 

When adding User’s to the system, you can specify whether the user must have their entries 

counter-signed by another user, or whether the user is permitted to counter-sign other user’s 

entries. Please refer to the section titled Users. 

If a User must have their entries counter-signed (refer to the section titled Users), then the following 

dialog box will be displayed after they create a register entry: 

 

If you press Yes, then the Counter Sign Entry dialog box is shown (please see below). 

If you press No, then the entry will be marked as red to indicate that it must still be counter-signed 

as shown in the following diagram: 

 

To display the Counter-Sign Entry dialog box from the Daily Entries screen, you can double-click on 

the entry that is marked red (as shown in the above diagram), or you can select the entry you want 
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to counter-sign from the list of entries on the Daily Entries screen, and then select the Counter-Sign 

Entry menu item under the Actions button as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This Counter-Sign Entry dialog is shown in the following diagram: 

 

The original entry details are summarised as shown in the above diagram. 

The User who is counter-signing the entry must select their name from the list and enter their 

password in the space provided in the Counter-Signed By section, and then press the OK button to 

counter-sign the entry. 
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Note that only a User who has been configured as being allowed to counter-sign other User’s entries 

can counter-sign an entry (refer to the section titled Users).  
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Patients 
You need to enter patient’s details into the system before you can record any supply to that patient. 

You can view a list of patients by pressing the Patients toolbar button on the Lists tab as circled in 

red in the following diagram:

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of patients as follows: 

Item Description 

Surname The patients surname 

First Name The patients first name 

Surname The patients surname 

Street The patients street (address) 

Suburb The patients suburb (address) 

State The patients state (address) 

Postcode The patients postcode (address) 

ID The unique id assigned to the patient 

 

You can add a new patient by pressing the Actions button and then selecting the New Patient menu 

item as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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Select the New Patient menu will display the New Patient dialog box as shown in the following 

diagram: 

 

Item Description 

First Name Enter the patients first name 

Surname Enter the patients surname 

Facility Select this if the patient resides at a Facility (e.g. a Nursing Home) – refer to 
the section titled Facilities for more details. 
 
If selected, then you must select the name of the facility from the list. 

Street Enter the patients street address 

Suburb Enter the patients suburb (address) 
 
You can enter the first few letters of the suburb and then click the Search by 
Suburb button (or use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and S keys at 
the same time) to display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will 
auto complete the Suburb, State and Postcode fields.  

State Select the patient’s state (address). 
 
Note that this field will be auto populated if you select the Suburb/Postcode 
from the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box. 

Postcode Enter the patients postcode (address) 
 
After entering the Postcode you can click the Search by Postcode button (or 
use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and P keys at the same time) to 
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display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will auto complete the 
Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

Type Select the reference type from the list. 

Reference Enter the patient reference details. As suggested, the patients Medicare 
number is a good reference to specify here. 
 
Although this value is optional, it is recommended that you take the time to 
enter a value for the patient reference to help uniquely identify the patient 
and to add value to your records. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

To edit an existing patient, you can either double-click on the patient in the Patient List, or you can 

select the patient from the list and then press the Actions button and then select the Edit Selected 

Patient menu item as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

Patient Merge 
You can use the Patient Merge function to merge 2 patient records into one. This is useful when you 

have accidently entered a duplicate patient into the system. 

Merging Patient B into Patient A results as follows: 

 Any register entries associated with Patient B will be associated with Patient A 

 Patient B is deleted from the system 

Important: You should always check to see if the patient exists in the system BEFORE adding a new 

patient to prevent adding a duplicate paitent! 
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To merge a patient, press the Actions button and then select the Patient Merge menu item as 

shown circled in red in the following diagram:

 

This will display the Patient Merge dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

From Select the ‘From’ patient. 
Any existing entries for this Patient will be associated with the ‘To’ patient and 
this Patient will be deleted from the system. 

To Select the ‘To’ patient. 
Any existing register entries for the ‘From’ Patient will become associated with 
this Patient. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

The details of existing register entries are NOT changed due to Patient Merge function 
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Users 
Users are the people authorized to record entries into the register. Typically a user is a pharmacist, 

but other types of user’s are permitted. 

 A user needs to be added to the system before that user can use the system. 

You can view a list of users by pressing the Users toolbar button on the Lists tab as circled in red in 

the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of users as follows: 

Item Description 

ID The unique id assigned to the user 

First Name The user first name 

Surname The user surname 

Type The type of user: 

User Type Description 

Pharmacist The user is a pharmacist 
Technician The user is a technician (pharmacist assistant) 
Other The user is of type ‘other’ 

 

Reference The user reference (e.g. for a pharmacist this would usually be the pharmacists 
registration number) 

State Enabled – the user is enabled 
Disabled – the user is disabled 
Password EXPIRED – the user’s password is expired and must be changed 
(refer to Appendix B) 
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To create a new user, press the Actions button and then select the New User menu item as circled in 

red in the following diagram: 

 

Pressing the New User button will display the Manager’s Password dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 

 

The “Manager” should enter the password in the space provided in the Manager’s Password dialog 

box and then press the OK button to continue.  
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The New User dialog box is then displayed as shown in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

First Name Enter the user’s first name 

Surname Enter the user’s surname 

User Type Select the user type from the list. 

User Type Description 

Pharmacist The user is a pharmacist 
Technician The user is a technician (pharmacist assistant) 
Other Select this if no other option correctly describes 

the type of user. 

Other user types may be added in the future. 

User Reference (optional) Enter information relevant for the user.  
For example, if the user is a Pharmacist it is a good idea to specify the 
pharmacist’s registration number. 

This user can 
counter-sign other 
user’s entries 

Select this check-box if the user is authorised to counter-sign other user’s 
entries. For example, typically this would be selected for a Pharmacist who can 
counter-sign a Technician’s entries. 
 
Refer to the section titled Counter-Sign Entry for more information about 
counter-signing entries. 

This user’s entries Select this check-box if the user must have their entries counter-signed by 
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must be counter-
signed 

another user. For example, typically this would be selected for a Technician 
who must have their entries counter-signed (verified) by a Pharmacist. 
 
Refer to the section titled Counter-Sign Entry for more information about 
counter-signing entries. 

User is Enabled When checked the user is enabled and can use the system. 
If un-checked, the user is not able to use the system. 

Set Password Select to set the user’s password 

New Password Enter the new password 
 
DO NOT SHARE PASSWORDS – ONLY THE SELECTED USER SHOULD KNOW 
THEIR PASSWORD AND THEY SHOULD NOT DISCLOSE THIS TO ANYONE ELSE 

Confirm Password Re-enter the new password 

Create Date This is an auto-populated field that contains the date and time the User record 
was created. 
This value will be n/a when creating a new user. 

Last Updated This is an auto-populated field that contains the date and time the User record 
was last updated. 
This value will be n/a when creating a new user. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

To edit an existing user, you can either: 

  point and “double-click” on the user in the User List; or 

 select the user from the list, press the Actions button and then select the Edit Select Item 

menu item as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

  

Important: You should always check to see if the user exists in the system BEFORE adding a new 

user! 
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Adding/Editing a User without the Manager 
As described in the previous section, the “Manager” is required to authorise adding or editing Users. 

However, there may be occasions where the “Manager” is not present to authorise the transaction. 

In this circumstance, the following process should be followed: 

1. Check “The Manager is not available to authorize this transaction” option when the 

Manager’s Password dialog box is displayed as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 
2. Press the OK button to continue 

3. Enter the User’s details as normal 

4. Upon their return, the “Manager” should perform the “Approve Selected User” function as 

described below 

When a User is added/edited without the “Managers” approval, the User is displayed in red in the 

User List. This provides a visual clue to the “Manager” that they must approve the User as soon as 

practical. 

The “Manager” should select the user on the User List (point and click on the User in the list), and 

then press the Actions button and then select the Approve Selected User menu item as circled in 

red in the following diagram: 
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Medications 
You can view a list of medications by pressing the Medications toolbar button on the Lists tab as 

circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of medications as follows: 

Item Description 

ID The unique id assigned to the medication 

Drug Name The name of the medication 

Balance The current stock balance of the medication 

Last Stock Check The date and time the last stock check was performed for the medication.  
If this value is highlighted with a red background, then this means it is time to 
perform a stock check on the medication to ensure the register is kept 
accurate. 
If this value is blank (as in the above diagram), then this means a stock check 
has never been performed for the medication. 

 

You can filter the view by selecting the Show item or Category item from the lists as shown circled in 

red in the following diagram: 
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The values of the Show combo-box (shown circled in red in the above diagram) have the following 

meaning: 

Value Description 

All Items Show all items including both hidden and non-hidden medications. 
Note: “hidden” medications will be shown with a line through the 
name of the medication (strike out) 

Stocked Items Only Display all medications that are NOT hidden 
Hidden Items Only Display all medications that are hidden 

 

The values of the Category combo-box (shown circled in red in the above diagram) have the 

following meaning: 

Value Description 

All Items Show all item categories including both Ethicals and Galenicals 
Ethicals Display all Ethical medications 
Galenicals Display all Galenical medications 

 

Hiding Medications 
DD-Book allows you to “hide” medications from the Medication List. Typically you would “hide” 

medications that you do not expect to stock, while non-hidden medications are items that you 

would normally expect to stock. Note that you are not required to hide medications – this feature is 

provided as a convenience only. 

To hide (or unhide) a medication, point and “right-click” and then select the Hide menu item as 

shown circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

  

Note: You cannot hide a medication with a Balance > 0 

Note: You cannot create any registry entries for hidden medications 
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Stock Checks 
You should regularly conduct a physical count of stock on hand to ensure the register is correct. You 

can record the results of a physical stock count with the Stock Check function.  

You can perform a stock check by pressing the Action button and then selecting the Stock Check 

menu item circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

Pressing the Stock Check menu item will display the Stock Check dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Drug Select the drug from the list 

Current Quantity The current (calculated) stock on hand is displayed 

Last Stock Check The date and time of the last stock check for the selected drug is displayed 

Actual Quantity Enter the actual quantity on hand of the selected drug (you need to physically 
count your stock to determine this value). 

Note (optional) enter a note 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
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details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

 

Managing the Differences between Actual and Calculated Balances 

Ideally the Actual Quantity entered in the Stock Check window will be the same as the Current 

Quantity value (as described above). 

However there may be occasions where you discover the actual quantity differs from the calculated 

quantity in DD-Book, as shown in the following diagram where we can see that the Actual Quantity 

is 145, but the Current Quantity is 150: 

 

After entering the details as shown in the above example, the following alert is displayed: 

 

Note: Regular stock checks ensure the register accurately represents your physical inventory 
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If you press the No button, then the details of the Stock Check are not saved. Presumably you would 

then attempt to account for the difference (by adding the missing entries into DD-Book) before 

performing the Stock Check again. 

If you press the Yes button, then the details of the Stock Check are saved and as instructed in the 

Alert message, you should then: 

 Attempt to find (and then add) the missing entries into DD-Book: 

o There may be one or more missing entries and these may be any entry type, e.g. 

Supply To Patient, Receive From Supplier, etc.  

o The problem may be that an existing entry was entered incorrectly – in this case you 

may need to reverse the incorrect entry and then re-enter the correct information 

 Add a Stock Adjustment for any amounts that cannot be accounted for 

 

Continuing with the above example, we can see the result of the Stock Check in the register report 

where the actual quantity (145) and calculated quantity (150) are different (refer to entry 111 in the 

following diagram): 

 

We can see from the above diagram: 

 The Stock Check did not alter the Balance even though the Actual quantity differed from the 

Calculated Quantity – the Balance remained at 150 even though the Actual Quantity in the 

Stock Check was recorded as 145 

 There is a comment in the Supplied To / Received From column to describe the result of the 

Stock Check 

 

Note that the Stock Check will not alter the calculated balance. Rather, the purpose of the Stock 

Check is to simply record the result of a physical count – this is why you still need to investigate 

the reasons for any differences and resolve this by adding the appropriate entries into DD-Book 

in order to get the calculated balance to match the actual balance.  
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Galenicals 
DD-Book comes pre-loaded with a list of “Ethical” (proprietary) medications; examples include 

Endone, Anamorph and Dilaudid. You will receive automatic updates as new “Ethical” medications 

become available. 

Whilst the list of “Ethicals” is relatively small and finite, there are practically an unlimited number of 

custom compounds – Galenicals – that may need to be recorded in DD-Book. As such, it may be 

necessary for you to add your own Galenical to the DD-Book medication list.  

You can add a Galenical by pressing the Action button and then selecting the Add Galenical menu 

item circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

Pressing the Add Galenical menu item will display the Add Medication dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Drug Name Enter the name of the new drug. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
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If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

 

 

  

NOTE: Do NOT use this function to add ETHICAL medications (e.g. Endone, Dilaudid, etc) because 

these will be added automatically. 

NOTE: You cannot edit or delete a medication added with this function! Therefore make sure the 

drug you are adding does NOT already exist in the database and that the spelling of the Drug Name 

is correct! 
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Prescribers 
You can view a list of prescribers by pressing the Prescribers toolbar button on the Lists tab as 

circled in red in the following diagram: 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of prescribers as follows: 

Item Description 

Surname The prescribers surname 

First Name The prescribers first name 

Street The prescriber’s street (address) 

Suburb The prescriber’s suburb (address) 

State The prescriber’s state (address) 

Postcode The prescriber’s postcode (address) 

Phone The prescriber’s phone number 

ID The unique id assigned to the prescriber 

 

You can add a new prescriber by pressing the New Prescriber button circled in red in the following 

diagram: 
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Pressing the New Prescriber button will display the New Prescriber dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

First Name Enter the prescriber’s first name 

Surname Enter the prescriber’s surname 

Type Select the prescriber type from the list. 
 

Prescriber Type Description 

Doctor The prescriber is a doctor 
Dentist The prescriber is a dentist 
Vet The prescriber is a vet 
Other Select this if no other option correctly describes 

the type of prescriber. 

 
Other prescriber types may be added in the future. 

Prescriber Number The prescriber’s number. 

Phone Enter the prescriber’s contact phone number 

Street The prescriber’s street (address) 

Suburb The prescriber’s suburb (address) 
 
You can enter the first few letters of the suburb and then click the Search by 
Suburb button (or use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and S keys at 
the same time) to display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will 
auto complete the Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

State The prescriber’s state (address) 
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Postcode The prescriber’s postcode (address) 
 
After entering the Postcode you can click the Search by Postcode button (or 
use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and P keys at the same time) to 
display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will auto complete the 
Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

To edit an existing prescriber, you can either double-click on the doctor in the Prescriber List, or you 

can select the prescriber from the list and then press the Edit Selected Item button as circled in red 

in the following diagram: 

 

 

  

Important: You should always check to see if the prescriber exists in the system BEFORE adding a 

new prescriber! 
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Prescriber Import 
You can import a list of prescribers from a text file into the DD-Book database. 

You can import a list of prescribers by pressing the Action button and then selecting the Prescriber 

Import menu item circled in red in the following diagram:

 

When you select the Prescriber Import menu item as shown above, the Import Prescriber Wizard is 

displayed. This wizard will guide you through the process of importing the list of prescribers. 

The wizard will not import a prescriber if it detects the prescriber already exists in your database. 

You need to prepare a text file with the list of prescribers to import. The file format required is a TAB 

separated file. A TAB separated file is a file where each row contains the prescriber details, and each 

column is separated by a TAB character. The columns are required in the following order: 

 First Name 

 Surname 

 Prescriber Number 

 Phone Number 

 Street Address 

 Suburb 

 State (valid values are; VIC, NSW, QLD, SA, NT, WA, TAS, ACT) 

 Postcode 

A sample file with 2 prescribers is as follows: 

John Smith 111111 03-555-1111 13 Smith St Balwyn VIC 3111 

Jane Grey 121212 03-555-1112 12 Black St Brunswick VIC 3112  
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Suppliers 
A supplier is a supplier of stock (e.g. a wholesaler). You need to specify a supplier when recording 

receipt of stock from a supplier (see the section titled Receive Stock from Supplier). 

You can view a list of suppliers by pressing the Suppliers toolbar button on the Lists tab as circled in 

red in the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of suppliers as follows: 

Item Description 

ID The unique id assigned to the supplier 

Name The name of the supplier 

Address The address of the supplier 

 

You can add a new supplier by pressing the New Supplier button circled in red in the following 

diagram: 

 

Pressing the New Supplier button will display the New Supplier dialog box as shown in the following 

diagram: 
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Item Description 

Name Enter the name of the supplier 

Address (optional) Enter the address of the supplier 

Phone (optional) Enter the phone number of the supplier 

Fax (optional) Enter the fax number of the supplier 

Email (optional) Enter the email address of the supplier 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

To edit an existing supplier, you can either double-click on the supplier in the Supplier List, or you 

can select the supplier from the list and then press the Edit Selected Item button as circled in red in 

the following diagram: 

 

Important: You should always check to see if the supplier exists in the system BEFORE adding a new 

supplier! 
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Facilities 
A facility is a place where patients reside (other than their own home). 

A facility is commonly a Nursing Home or Hospital, but other types are possible. 

You can add a Facility to DD-Book and then associate patients with that Facility. 

Facilities provide the following key benefits: 

 Easily add patients from the same facility because you do not need to re-enter the patients 

address each time (refer to the section titled Patients). 

 Generate reports based on a Facility 

Note: The use of “facilities” is a convenience function whenever you have multiple patients who 

reside within the same facility. You are not required to use this function if you do not want to. 

You can view a list of facilities by pressing the Facilities toolbar button on the Lists tab as circled in 

red in the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of facilities as follows: 

Item Description 

ID The unique id assigned to the facility 

Name The name of the facility 

Street The street address of the facility 

Suburb The suburb of the facility 

Postcode The postcode of the facility 

 

You can add a new facility by pressing the Actions button and then selecting the New Facility menu 

item as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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Selecting the New Facility menu item will display the New Facility dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Name Enter the name of the facility 

Type Select the type of facility from the list. 
 

Facility Type Description 

Hospital The facility is a hospital 
Nursing Home The facility is a nursing home 
Other Select this if no other option correctly describes 
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the type of facility. 

 
Other facility types may be added in the future. 

Phone Enter the phone number of the facility 

Street Enter the street address of the facility 

Suburb Enter the suburb of the facility. 
 
You can enter the first few letters of the suburb and then click the Search by 
Suburb button (or use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and S keys at 
the same time) to display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will 
auto complete the Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

State Select the State of the facility from the list 

Postcode Enter the postcode of the facility. 
 
After entering the Postcode you can click the Search by Postcode button (or 
use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and P keys at the same time) to 
display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will auto complete the 
Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

To edit an existing facility, you can either double-click on the facility in the Facility List, or you can 

select the supplier from the list, press the Actions button and then press the Edit Selected Facility 

menu item as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

Important: You should always check to see if the facility exists in the system BEFORE adding a new 

facility! 
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Locations 
A Location is a place where you can transfer stock to/from (refer to the Stock Transfer function).  

You can view a list of locations by pressing the Locations toolbar button on the Lists tab as circled in 

red in the following diagram: 

 

As shown in the above diagram, the main screen will display a list of locations as follows: 

Item Description 

ID The unique id assigned to the location 

Name The name of the location 

Street The street address of the location 

Suburb The suburb of the location 

Postcode The postcode of the location 

 

You can add a new location by pressing the Actions button and then selecting the New Location 

menu item as circled in red in the following diagram:

 

Selecting the New Location menu item will display the New Location dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Name Enter the name of the location 

Type Select the type of location from the list. 
 

Type Description 

Pharmacy The location is a pharmacy 
Doctors’ Bag The location is a DR’s bag 
Ward The location is a Ward 
Other Select this if no other option correctly describes 

the type of location. 

 
Other location types may be added in the future. 

Phone Enter the phone number of the location 

Street Enter the street address of the location 

Suburb Enter the suburb of the location. 
 
You can enter the first few letters of the suburb and then click the Search by 
Suburb button (or use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and S keys at 
the same time) to display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will 
auto complete the Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

State Select the State of the location from the list 

Postcode Enter the postcode of the location. 
 
After entering the Postcode you can click the Search by Postcode button (or 
use the keyboard short-cut by pressing the Alt and P keys at the same time) to 
display the Suburb/Postcode Search dialog box which will auto complete the 
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Suburb, State and Postcode fields. 

Entered By Select the user name from the list. 
 
If the user is not in the list, then you will need to Cancel out of this screen and 
enter the user’s details into the system – refer to the section titled Users for 
details on how to do this. 

Password Enter the user’s password – remember passwords are case sensitive. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

To edit an existing location, you can either double-click on the location in the Location List, or you 

can select the location from the list, press the Actions button and then press the Edit Selected Item 

menu item as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

  

Important: You should always check to see if the location exists in the system BEFORE adding a 

new location! 
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Register Report 
This is the main report produced by the system. This report provides the electronic equivalent of the 

traditional paper based drug register (refer to Appendix A). 

You can view the register report pressing the Register toolbar button on the Reports tab as circled in 

red in the following diagram: 

 

To generate the Register report: 

 Select the Drug from the list 

 Select the Date From value 

 Select the Date To value 

 Press the Generate Report button 

The Register report contains the following items: 

Item Description 

ID The unique register entry id 

Date The date of the register entry 

Who The person/company to whom the supply was made or received 

In The quantity of the selected Drug that was received 

Out The quantity of the selected Drug that was supplied 

Balance The balance of the Drug after this transaction 

Entered By The user who made the entry 

Prescriber The prescriber who prescribed the drug (if applicable) 

Reference The reference value entered when creating the entry 
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Patient Activity Report 
You can view the Patient Activity report pressing the Patient Activity toolbar button on the Reports 

tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

To generate the Patient Activity report: 

 Select the Patient from the list 

 Select the Date From value 

 Select the Date To value 

 Press the Generate Report button 

The Patient Activity report contains the following items: 

Item Description 

ID The unique register entry id 

Date The date of the register entry 

Patient The patient name and address 

Drug The drug supplied to the patient 

In The quantity of the selected Drug that was received 

Out The quantity of the selected Drug that was supplied 

Entered By The user who made the entry 

Prescriber The prescriber who prescribed the drug 

Reference The reference value entered when creating the entry 
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Prescriber Activity Report 
You can view the Doctor Activity report pressing the Prescriber Activity toolbar button on the 

Reports tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

To generate the Prescriber Activity report: 

 Select the Prescriber from the list 

 Select the Date From value 

 Select the Date To value 

 Press the Generate Report button 

The Prescriber Activity report contains the following items: 

Item Description 

ID The unique register entry id 

Date The date of the register entry 

Patient The patient name and address 

Drug The drug supplied to the patient 

In The quantity of the selected Drug that was received 

Out The quantity of the selected Drug that was supplied 

Entered By The user who made the entry 

Prescriber The precriber who prescribed the drug 

Reference The reference value entered when creating the entry 
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User Activity Report 
You can view the User Activity report pressing the User Activity toolbar button on the Reports tab as 

circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

To generate the User Activity report: 

 Select the User from the list 

 Select the Date From value 

 Select the Date To value 

 Press the Generate Report button 

The User Activity report contains the following items: 

Item Description 

ID The unique register entry id 

Date The date of the register entry 

Who The person/company to whom the supply was made or received 

Drug The drug supplied/received 

In The quantity of the selected Drug that was received 

Out The quantity of the selected Drug that was supplied 

Entered By The user who made the entry 

Prescriber The prescriber who prescribed the drug 

Reference The reference value entered when creating the entry 
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Daily Activity Report 
You can view the Daily Activity report pressing the Daily Activity toolbar button on the Reports tab 

as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

To generate the Daily Activity report: 

 Select the Date From value 

 Select the Date To value 

 Select the Entry Type from the list 

 Press the Generate Report button 

The Daily Activity report contains the following items: 

Item Description 

ID The unique register entry id 

Date The date of the register entry 

Who The person/company to whom the supply was made or received 

Drug The drug supplied/received 

In The quantity of the selected Drug that was received 

Out The quantity of the selected Drug that was supplied 

Entered By The user who made the entry 

Prescriber The prescriber who prescribed the drug 

Reference The reference value entered when creating the entry 

 

The Entry Type list contains the following values: 

Entry Type Description 

All All entry types 
Supply to Patient Medication supplied to a patient (customer) 
Receive from Supplier Medication received from a supplier 
Stock  Adjustment Adjustment made with the Stock Adjustment 

function 
Stock Check An entry made with the Stock Check function 
Destroy Stock An entry made with the Destroy Stock function 
Reverse Entry An entry made with the Reverse Entry function 
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Medication List Report 
You can view the Medication List report pressing the Medication List toolbar button on the Reports 

tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

To generate the Medication List report: 

 Select the Show type from the list 

 Press the Generate Report button 

The Medication List report contains the following items: 

Item Description 

ID The unique id for the medication 

Name The name of the medication 

Balance The current balance (stock on hand) of the medication 

Last Stock Check The date/time the last stock check was performed for the medication 

 

The values of the Show list have the following meaning: 

Value Description 

All Items Show all items including both hidden and non-hidden medications. 
Stocked Items Only Display all medications that are NOT hidden 
Hidden Items Only Display all medications that are hidden 
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The Manager 
There is a special user called the “Manager”. Typically, as the name implies, the manager in charge 

(or at least a responsible senior person) should accept the role of Manager in DD-Book. 

As at this time, the main function of the Manager is to authorize adding (and editing) User details 

(see the section titled Users).   

In future version of DD-Book, the Manager may also be required to perform other restricted 

functions. 

The Manager should be the person considered responsible for the correct administration and usage 

of DD-Book. 

To configure the Manager’s details, press the Manager Details toolbar button on the Tools tab as 

circled in red in the following diagram: 
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Pressing the Manager Details toolbar button will display the Edit Manager Details dialog box as 

shown in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Manager’ Name Enter the name of the Manager 

Old Password Enter the current password. 
 
Note that this field will be disabled the first time you set the Manager’s 
Password. 

New Password Enter the new password. 
 

Do not forget the password! 
Do not disclose the password to others! 

Confirm New 
Password 

Re-enter the new password. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

 

 

  

If you forget the Manager’s Password you will need to contact Methsof support for 

assistance to reset the Manager’s Password. You may need to pay a support fee for 

this. 
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Pharmacy Details 
You are required to enter your Pharmacy details as part of the initial setup of the system. 

To configure the Pharmacy details, press the Pharmacy Details toolbar button on the Tools tab as 

circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

This will display the Manager’s Password dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 

 

The “Manager” should enter the password in the space provided in the Manager’s Password dialog 

box and then press the OK button to continue. 

This will display the Edit Pharmacy Details dialog box as shown in the following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Pharmacy Name Enter the name of the Pharmacy 

Street Enter the street address of the Pharmacy 

Suburb Enter the suburb of the Pharmacy. 

State Select the State from the list. 

Postcode Enter the Pharmacy postcode. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 

 

Database Backup 
It is important to do regular (e.g. daily) database backups to protect your data.  

To trigger a database backup, press the Backup Database toolbar button on the Tools tab as circled 

in red in the following diagram: 

 

Pressing the Backup Database toolbar button will display the Database Backup dialog box as shown 

in the following diagram: 
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Item Description 

Backup Filename Specify the full path and filename of the backup file. 

By default, DD-Book will set this to: c:\DD-Book\Backup\msddr.sdf 
 

Place a 2nd copy here Select this option to make a 2nd copy of the database. 
It is recommended to select this option and specify a different file from the 
one specified under Backup Filename and that it be on a 2nd computer on your 
network (e.g. using a file share). This ensures that the backup exists on at least 
2 computers at any one time. Alternatively you could also copy the 2nd backup 
to a USB memory stick or removable hard-drive. 
If you enable this option, make sure to specify the full path and filename of the 
2nd backup file, examples include: 

 \\fredserver\c\ddbbok\msddr.sdf 

 F:\ddbook\msddr.sdf 

OK Press OK to start the backup process. 

Cancel Press Cancel to close the dialog box. 

Database Restore 
Sometimes it is necessary to restore a database from a backup. A typical example would be if the 

original computer has stopped working and you need to re-install DD-Book on a new computer. 

To trigger a database backup, press the Restore Database toolbar button on the Tools tab as circled 

in red in the following diagram: 

 

file://fredserver/c/ddbbok/msddr.sdf
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Pressing the Restore Database toolbar button will display the Restore Backup dialog box as shown 

in the following diagram: 

 

Item Description 

Backup Filename Specify the full path and filename of the restore backup file. 

OK Press OK to start the restore process. 

Cancel Press Cancel to close the dialog box. 

 

 

  

Performing a Restore Database will over-write the current database in the system! 

IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED TO USE THIS FUNCTION UNLESS ADVISED BY METHSOF 
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Secondary Workstation Configuration 
If you install DD-Book on a single computer only then this section does not apply to you. 

Note: This section assumes you know how to find and access a file share from one computer to 

another. 

If you install DD-Book on more than one computer, then you will want all computers to share the 

same database. This is done by configuring one computer as a “Primary” workstation, and all other 

computers as a “Secondary” workstation. 

You will need to determine which computer will be configured as the “Primary” workstation, and 

therefore all other computers will be configured as a “Secondary” workstation. 

By default, when you install DD-Book, it will be configured as a “Primary” workstation. 

To configure a computer as a “Secondary” workstation press the Options toolbar button on the 

Tools tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 

 

Pressing the Options toolbar button will display the Application Options dialog box as shown in the 

following diagram: 
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To configure the “Secondary”: 

 Select the “Secondary” radio button under the “Workstation Type” section. 

 Specify the database Filename of the “Primary” workstation (you can enter the filename or 

press the “Browse” button to locate the file) 

 Press the OK button to save the changes 

 Re-start the application. 

 

The following diagram illustrates an example of a 3 computer configuration where “fredserver” is 

configured as the “Primary” workstation and “fredclient1” and “fredclient2” are configured as 

“Secondary” workstations. 

 

 

Note: 

The above diagram is for illustrative purposes only and there is no reason that fredserver must be 

the “Primary” workstation. In fact any computer can be configured as the “Primary” in the above 

scenario – on the assumption that all computers are in good working order and reliable. The 

recommendation is to choose the computer on which DD-Book is most likely to be used every day 

to be the “Primary”. 
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Advanced Options 

To configure Advanced Options, press the Options toolbar button on the Tools tab as circled in red 

in the following diagram: 

 

Pressing the Options toolbar button will display the Application Options dialog box. To display the 

Advanced Options, press the Advanced tab as circled in red in the following diagram: 
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The Advanced Options are shown: 

Item Description 

Prescriber List Allows you to specify how you select a Prescriber from the list: 

Option Description 

Search By Name Select a Prescriber by their surname 
Search By Reference Select a Prescriber by the reference (e.g. 

prescriber number) 
 

Enable Balance Declaration 
for Register Entries 

If checked, the Balance Declaration feature is enabled. 
If un-checked, the Balance Declaration feature is disabled. 
Refer to the section titled Balance Declaration for more information. 

Remember Last Entered By If checked, DD-Book will automatically select the name of the user that 
made the previous entry – this can be a time-saver when the same user 
is adding multiple entries at a time, or the same user is the only user 
using DD-Book for a period of time. 
If un-checked, then the user must always select their name from the list 
when displayed. 

Auto Shutdown (minutes) If checked, then DD-Book will automatically shut-down after inactivity 
for the duration specified (in minutes). 

Auto Backup If checked, DD-Book will automatically backup DD-Book each day when 
you start the application. 

 

Balance Declaration 
The Balance Declaration feature enables you to explicitly confirm if the DD-Book calculated balance 

is correct each time you make a register entry. 

Some pharmacies like to do a stock count each and every time they perform a controlled register 

transaction. In these cases, the Balance Declaration function is a useful tool that allows Users to 

indicate if they did perform the stock count or not. 

For some jurisdictions (e.g. Tasmania), it is mandatory to enable the Balance Declaration function. 

This is because you must not make a false entry and are therefore encouraged to confirm the 

balance each and every time. 

Refer to the section titled Advanced Options for information about how to enable (or disable) the 

Balance Declaration function. 

If the Balance Declaration feature is enabled, then the following dialog box is displayed whenever 

you make a register entry (except for when you do a Stock Check): 
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Item Description 

Medication Name The name of the medication. 

Balance BEFORE 
transaction 

The quantity of stock that should be on hand before this transaction. 
This is auto-populated by DD-Book 

Transaction Quantity The quantity of the current transaction.  
Note that this will be a positive value if the quantity on hand is increasing (e.g. 
in the case of Receive from Supplier), and in the case where stock is going out 
(e.g. Supply to Patient), then this will be a negative value. 

CLOSING Balance The quantity of stock after the current transaction, e.g. this is what should be 
the new balance of stock on hand. 

Yes the CLOSING 
Balance …… 

Select this option if you have confirmed that the closing balance is correct. 
Typically this implies that you have done a physical count to confirm. 

No the CLOSING 
Balance …. 

Select this option if you have confirmed that the closing balance displayed is 
NOT correct. 
Typically this implies that you have done a physical count to confirm. 

I don’t know or I do 
not ….. 

Select this option if you do not want to make a Balance Declaration. 
In this case you are accepting that the DD-Book balance as correct. 

OK Press OK to accept changes 

Cancel Press Cancel to cancel changes 
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When a user makes a Balance Declaration, the result can be seen on the Daily Entries screen: 

 Entries with a Balance shaded in Green indicate that the user selected the “Yes the CLOSING 

Balance displayed above is correct” option when making the Balance Declaration 

 Entries with a Balance shaded in Yellow indicate that the user selected the “I don’t know or I 

do not want to make a Balance Declaration for this transaction” option when making the 

Balance Declaration 

Examples are shown in the following diagram: 

 

If a user selects the “No the CLOSING Balance displayed is NOT correct” option when making a 

Balance Declaration, the following message is displayed: 

 

The user is then required to take corrective measures before trying again – in other words, the 

transaction cannot be saved with this declaration as this would indicated the user is making an entry 

that they know is not correct. 
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Appendix A 
The following shows an example of a typical paper-based drug register used in pharmacies:
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Appendix B 
The following section describes the enhanced user security features that currently only apply to 

users in Western Australia; however, some or all of the following may become applicable for other 

jurisdictions in the future. 

The enhanced user security features are as follows: 

 User password must be a minimum of 6 characters in length 

 Password’s cannot be re-used within a two year period 

 Password’s must be changed at least every 3 months 

If a user attempts to enter a password that is less than 6 characters in length, then they will see the 

following error message: 

 

If a user attempts to enter a password that they had used within the previous 2 years, then they will 

see the following error message: 

 

The following shows the warning message that is displayed when a user password has expired 

because it has not been renewed after 3 months: 

 

 A user who has fails to renew their password after 3 months is not able to use the system until they 

renew their password.  


